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Overview 

• City Deals - part of a global trend towards 
decentralisation/devolution/city-regionalism

• Political narratives of city-regionalism 

• Welsh deals – trilateral deals that need to be 
distinguished from English deals

• Governance – key challenges for national and 
sub-national government in Wales 

• Guidelines for making devolution work 



The silent revolution 

• Decentralisation is one of the most important 
territorial reforms of the past 50 years and OECD 
calls it “the silent revolution”

• But the evidence suggests that decentralisation per 
se is neither good nor bad – why?

• Because decentralisation outcomes – in terms of 
democracy, efficiency, accountability, regional and 
local development – depend greatly on the way 
decentralisation is designed and implemented



New economic geography

• New Economic Geography has fuelled the narrow version 
with its concept of economic “agglomeration”

• Productivity and innovation are strongly correlated with 
agglomeration (or clustering) of economic activity

• Economic growth is uneven but (NEG argues) that 
development can be inclusive if connectivity is good 

• The implication is that policy-makers should foster urban 
agglomerations not frustrate them

• But there are costs to agglomeration – diseconomies of 
scale in urban areas and marginalisation of rural areas



Rival views of city deals

• City Deals can be interpreted in two very different ways

• Positive take - Core City leaders see themselves crafting a 
Magna Carta for 21st century by campaigning for a less 
centralised/more polycentric UK 

• Negative take - City-regions being used by a neoliberal 
government in thrall to a pre-Keynesian creed to devolve 
blame for shrinking the state in an age of austerity –
devolving the axe in other words 



Welsh deals

• City deals in England are bilateral deals between 
HMG and English city-regions 

• City deals in Wales are trilateral deals because Welsh 
Government is also a party because of devolution

• Added tensions here because WG sees the deals as 
an unwarranted intrusion of Whitehall in Wales and 
a threat to devolution 

• Two models of devolution colliding here:

– national devolution – devolution TO Wales

– city-regional devolution – devolution IN Wales



UK/Wales/Brexit

• Brexit upends internal territorial relations within UK as well as 
external relations between UK/EU

• Transfer of powers from EU to UK perceived as a Whitehall 
“power grab” by Scotland and Wales

• Less well known is that EU laws are the glue that has held 
together the UK single market and 4 nations

• City deals will be impacted by post-Brexit policy issues: 
– inter-governmental relations between Wales/Whitehall

– UK Shared Prosperity Fund 

– Common Frameworks for state aid, procurement, welfare policy and 
employment law etc



Central-local relations in Wales

• Problematical C-R relations has been a big problem of the first 
20 years of devolution, spawning a low trust culture and a 
disconnect between policy aspiration/delivery

• Chronic capacity constraints afflict both national and local 
levels (even before Brexit)

• National level – Assembly is too small and WG is mired in a 
command + control culture - so it’s disinclined to devolve

• Local level – capacity constraints in Local Govt have reached a 
crisis point after a decade of austerity, but good practice was 
a bad traveller long before austerity



Regional working agenda

• Regional governance is one of the most contentious issues in 
Wales right now and it involves something as basic as the 
number of regions we should have in Wales:

– WG Economy Dept – 3 regions

– National Assembly/WLGA – 4 regions

• Should Mid-Wales be decoupled from the Swansea Bay city 
region and be classed a development region in its own right?

• In the WDA era Mid-Wales was the DBRW region

• Rural narratives have been sidelined over the past 20 years in 
and beyond Wales and this neglect needs to be redressed



Regional working agenda

• Another contentious issue that has yet to surface publicly is 
around Regional Economic Frameworks and how they relate 
to existing regional strategies

• Some stakeholders in the Cardiff Capital Region wonder why 
the region needs a new strategy when it has just designed the 
CCR strategy

• They also wonder why the REF was not co-produced with 
regional stakeholders when co-production is the new WG 
ethos



City deal governance

• National Assembly City Deals inquiry called for more 
accountability/transparency  

• The business sector has been prominent in all the 
deals, but civil society much less so

• Collaboration among local authorities remains a big 
challenge 

– NPT - unhappy about the Swansea Bay deal

– Cardiff - worried about OMOV and prefer a 
population-weighted voting system to avoid 
“Wyoming Syndrome”



Future governance questions

• Future governance of city deals will be impacted by how 
questions are resolved at 3 governance levels: 

• UK/Wales – will inter-governmental relations between Wales 
and Whitehall be about making-up or breaking-up? 

• Central/local – can WG shed its aversion to devolution in 
Wales and embrace co-production to overcome the low trust 
environment?

• Local/regional – can the sub-national levels in Wales acquire 
the capacity to bridge the delivery gap and ensure that good 
practice becomes the norm not the exception? 



Making devolution work

• Clarify the responsibilities assigned to different levels

• Ensure all responsibilities are sufficiently funded

• Strengthen sub-national fiscal autonomy

• Support sub-national capacity building

• Build adequate coordination mechanisms

• Support cross-jurisdictional cooperation

• Strengthen porous governance/engagement

• Allow for asymmetric decentralisation

• Improve transparency/ performance monitoring

• Stronger national regional policy/equalisation systems –
(Source: OECD)


